
Mental Model
Trust is influenced by the nature of the task and is context-
dependent [10].
Actions divided into 3 categories: Search, Remove, and Rescue.
Competence and Willingness per task category (Formula 1)[11].

Method

Trust Update
Trust values dynamically update after each human action.
Updates depend on task workload and criticality.
3 update thresholds {±0.1, ±0.2, ±0.4}.
Formula:

Behaviour Adaptation
Confidence: AI's certainty in human trustworthiness
AI decides probabilistically to trust human actions, considering willingness,
competence and confidence in human

Artificial Trust Mechanism

Type: textual summary of changes
Appears centrally on the screen and pauses the game until is closed.
3 summaries generated at predetermined intervals based on the game's time progress and
the number of victims rescued (Figure 6).

Information: displayed across 3 screens (example in Figure 2)
Status Update: overview of current game state (victims, time, searched rooms).
Actions Impact on Trust: human actions and their generated trust updates.
Justification of Human Preferences: human actions related to preference factors.
Justification of Robot’s Actions: AI decisions influenced by behavior adaptation.
Trust and Confidence Levels: with changes since the last summary.

Results

Communication strategy

Research Question
How does a textual summary of changes (justification) of the
mental model of the agent’s trust in the human teammate affect
the human teammate’s trust in the agent and overall satisfaction?

Why textual summary of changes?
Excessive communication can distract and overwhelm humans
[8]. 
Textual representation prevents misunderstanding of
information [9].

Sub-Questions
SQ1: How can a textual summary of changes of the mental
model of an AI agent be developed to effectively transmit
artificial trust to human teammates?
SQ2: What is the impact of the developed communication
method on natural trust and overall satisfaction? (Figure 1)
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Collaborative AI: Integration of AI systems alongside humans,
leveraging both strengths and limitations [1].

Background
Human-AI Teams [2][3]: 

Based on mutual trust and transparency
Superior performance compared to human-only or AI-only
teams

Mutual trust: A composite of natural and artificial trust [4][5].
Lack of representation of artificial trust in current literature,
with most models focusing only on natural trust [5].

Motivation
Effective communication of AI's reasoning and decisions is
essential for building trust in AI systems [2] [6].
Research Gap: The need for understanding how different
communication types affect trust dynamics and human-AI
team performance.
Trust and satisfaction correlated with team effectiveness,
positive team dynamics, and outcomes [2][7].
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Figure 1: Influence of communicating trust-based beleifs in human-AI
team dynamic

Figure 2: Communication screen containing Status Update, Justification
of Human Preference, and Justification of Robot’s Actions

Figure 3: MATRX USAR Environment

Subjective Results: Mann-Whitney U tests for both trust and satisfaction
Communication group had significantly higher trust levels than the baseline
group U = 185.0, p = 0.0012, supporting H1.
Communication group had significantly higher satisfaction than the baseline
group U = 177.0, p = 0.0007, supporting H2.

Figure 4: Box Plots comparing composite scores for trust and satisfacrion 

Objective Results: only Task success rate has significant difference
between the two groups (Figure 5) 

Figure 5: Comparison of Baseline and Communication groups across objective measurements.

Data Processing: 
Translate Likert scale to numerical scale 1 to 5.
Reliability consistency using Cronbach’s alpha.
Assessing  normality of each measurement using Shapiro-Wilk tests.  

Trust and Satisfaction:
The textual summary increased significantly the natural trust and
satisfaction levels (SQ2).
Transparency and Explanations: help calibrate human trust and
enhance understanding of AI decisions [2].
Qualitative Feedback: Participants in the communication group
appreciated the regular updates of the artificial trust levels.

Participant 11 Communication Group: “It also makes me
want to perform better, when seeing I am not trustworthy
enough.” 

Performance Metrics:
Task success rate was higher in the Communication Group,
other metrics showed no significant difference.
Performance differences could be influenced by operating
systems used by baseline participants.
Performance logs could be influenced more by individual user
performance. 

Limitations:
Disparity in the background of participants (Computer Science
affiliation, experience with MATRX Software) could influence
results
Sample homogeneity and number of participants
Low Cronbach’s alpha in the Communication Group’s trust data
indicates poor internal consistency

 
Future Work:

Diversify the participants' pool by conducting more experiments.
Exploration of possible correlation of confounding variables
(gaming experience, operating system used, familiarity with
MATRIX Software) with reported trust and satisfaction levels.
Choose Trust and Satisfaction scales that guarantee better
internal consistency.
Compare the textual summary method with other
communication methods.

Conclusion:
Human-centered textual summary communication builds human
trust and satisfaction (SQ2).
Cornerstone for future research and design of Explainable AI. 

Preference Integration: chosen heuristics (Figure 3)
Flooded areas (f): blue areas, slow down the human agent.
Special victims (v): additional rescue time.
Distance (s): human agents favor nearer tasks.

   Preference factor (p): adjusts the willingness based on task preference:

Formula 1: Trust representation
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User Study: in between, controlled experiment
Baseline group (no communication): n = 28
With Communication group: n = 28

Task: Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) mission (Figure 3)
Variables:

Independent Variable: The presence or absence of the textual summary communication method.
Dependent Variables: Trust and overall satisfaction of the human teammates.

Measurements:
Subjective: 

Trust and satisfaction were measured using established scales measured with Likert scales.
Optional open-ended questions for qualitative data.

Objective: Compliance, Communication rate, Task success rate, Interaction frequency, and Task
completion time.

Figure 6: Generation of summaries


